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Abstract . Streszczenie . Cô epcr.aHPie

A pseudo-utility representation of a preference relation
2P in a set X is a real function defined over X whose support 

coincides with the graph of P.

For a parametrized family of preference relations we prove 
the existence of a family of their pseudo-utility representa

tions with required joint properties. The problem is crucial 
when dealing with equilibria in certain types of games.

Sparametryzowane reprezentacje funkcjami pseudo-użyteczności

A
Funkcja pseudo-użyteczności reprezentująca relację prefe

rencji P w zbiorze X to dowolna funkcja rzeczywista, określona 
2na X , której nośnik pokrywa się.z wykresem P.

W pracy dowodzi się, że dla pewnych sparametryzowanych ro

dzin relacji preferencji istnieją rodziny ich reprezentacji 

przez funkcje pseudo-użyteczności, o zadanych własnościach, 

również dotyczących parametru. Przedstawiono znaczenie proble

mu dla dowodu istnienia równowag w pewnych typach gier.
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IlspaMeTpiraecKKe npejiCTaBJieHBH ^epe3 (JyHKmm n ce sn o - 

nOJie3HOCTH

îyHKUHH nceano-noJie3iiocTK npe£C?aBJiHeT OTHomeHce npeji- 

no'îTeHHH P B MHoaecTBe X b tom c jijr iae , Kor^a ee HocirrejiL 

cosnaaaeT c rpai'HKOM P.

B paóoTe Ä0Ka3aH0, ■sto jyia KeKOTopux napaMeTp:r:ec.<va c e -  

MeücTB oTHoraeHiti npejuicmeHiiH cyaecTsyüT oei/.eMCTsa ux npeji- 

CTaBJieHHii, oöJiaÄajomiie 3ajaHHUMa CBofiCTBaMH, Tose Kacaaniam  

na paite Tpa.

üpe^cTaíuieHo 3HaneHHe npoöjiewu jym ÄOKasKBaHZH cymecTBose- 

HflH paBHOBeCEH B HeKOTOJHX TKOtaX 2Tp.



A pseudo-utility representation of a (preference) relation P
in a set (of alternatives) X is any real function p defined over 
2 _X such that for all x, x €X, xPx is equivalent to p(x,x') > 0.
Let T be a set (of parameters) and let a function n associate, 

with every t£T, a binary relation nfc in X. A joint pseudo-utl- 
lity representation (of ri) is any function n : T»X -» R such that 
for every t£T, Tifc is a pseudo-utility representation of nt>

The paper deals with the following problem: Suppose that T and 
X are. topological spaces while C is a family of subsets of X.
Find interesting sufficient conditions for the existence of a con
tinuous joint pseudo-utility representation n of n such that for 
all t€T, x£X and all real a, the set {x'|irt (x,x') > a} belongs 
to C. Notice that in the case where X is also a convex set in a 
vector space while t consists of all convex subsets of X, the 
latest requirement reduces to quasi-concavity of nt (x,x') in x'.

We shall now formulate a theorem of this type; its formula
tion requires two definitions:

We say that a convex set C in a topological vector space 
has the compact separation property (CSP, for short) if for every 
compact convex set HsC and its every neighborhood G (relative 
in C) there exists a compact convex neighborhood of H (relative 
in C)r included in G.

If U is a topological space while X is a set in a topologi
cal vector space then a set B£U*X is referred to as a block 
(w.r.t. Ü and X) if it is a product of a compact set in Ü and a 
compact convex set in X.
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A. Theorem. Let I be a topological space, let X be a convex set 
in a topological vector space and let fl associate, with every 
t€T, a binary relation 1b X. If
a. T' is locally compact;
b. X is Hausdorff and has the CSP;
c. for every t£T and x€X, the set {x'lxntx"} is convex; and
d. the joint graph {(t,x,x')It€T, xntx'} is relatively open in 
T*X2 and it can be represented as a union of countably many 
blocks (w.r.t. T*X and X);
then n has a continuous joint pseudo-utility representation 
nt (x,x"), quasi-concave in x'.

The Theorem will be proved, in a more general framework, in 
Section 2. Its relevance for game theory will be exhibited in 
Section 1. The assumptions of compact separation property and 
that of "being a union of countably many blocks" are somewhat 
uncommon; they will be commented in Sections 1 and 2.

1. Genezis and the relevance of the problem
*

Functions of two arguments whose support coincides with the 
graph of a preference relation are sometimes called comparative 
utilities or intensities of preferences; the number p(x,x') 
expresses, in this context, a difference in utility between the 
alternatives x and x'. In order to avoid this interpretation, 
not always desired, we prefer to speak of pseudo-utilities.

Usually in preference theory (see e.g. Krantz, Luce, Suppes 
and Tversky [1971], p. 147 or Fishburn [1970], Chapter 6) such 
two-argument functions are derived from certain quaternary rela
tions "measuring differences". Sometimes though not very often 
(see Kiruta, Yanovskaya and Rubinov [1980], pp. 37-60 or Wieczo
rek [1986]) such two-argument functions are studied as a pri
mitive and independent concept.
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Why just the term'"pseudo-utility"? Because every utility 
representation (in the usual sense) u of a preference relation 
immediately induces its, as we call it here, pseudo-utility 
representation p(x,x') := u(x) - u(x').

Joint utility representations of a parametrized family of 
preference relations have been studied by several authors (e.g. 
Aumann [1969], Wieczorek [1979], [1980], see also Mauldin 119831); 
the required property was in that case the joint measurability.
The present paper deals with an analogous problem: we look for a 
joint pseudo-utility representation and the required property 
is its joint continuity.

We shall now turn to the question of the relevance of the 
subject of our considerations for game theory. We begin with 
a few definitions which are, to some extent, standard.

A pre-game consists of a positive integer n (number of play
ers) , nonempty sets S^,...,Sn (respective players' sets of 
strategies) and (we denote ad hoc S := S^x...*Sn) relations 
l^GSxS.,..., rnss*sn (respective players' rules of admissibi
lity) .

We shall be interested in two ways to express players' pre
ferences in a pre-game. For i * 1,...,n, they are given by:

1 . a partial preference relation Pics*S^, such that (SfS^JCP^^ 
holds for no s£S;
2 . a real partial pseudo-utility function pi? satisfying 
SxS^Dora p^s and pi (s,si) ^ 0 for all s£S.

For every i = 1,...,n, player's i preferences of type (2) 
induce his preferences of type (1 ) by formula:

3. P̂  ̂ := {(s, £) I pi (s, £) > 0}.

Condition (d) simply means that p̂  ̂ is, on a certain domain, 
quasi-concave in the second coordinate; the version is also known 
and considered in the literature (see e.g. McClendon [1984], 
p. 151).
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The intended interpretation of the concepts introduced above 
is as follows:
(s,^)£ T means "player i, when faced with a system of strate
gies s can change'his own strategy si to £";
(s,{;)e or p^(s,£) > 0 mean: "player i prefers the system of 
strategies (s^,...,Sj_1 , si+^,...,sr) to the system s".

We shall be considering two types of games: a game of type 
I or II consists of a pre-game and players' preferences all of 
which are of the same type, (1 ) or (2 ), respectively.

An equilibrium in a game of type I is an s£S such that for 
i = 1 ,... ,n, . (s,s^)€ and there exists no {j such that (s,tj)
€li n Pi •

An equilibrium in a game 7- of type II is any equilibrium in 
the game of type I whose pre-game is the same as the pre-game 
of f- and whose preferences are induced by the preferences in f- 
by formula (3).

The following proposition is obvious:

4. Let games of type I and II, G 1 and G** have a common pre- 
gaifte (n; S 1 ,...,Sn; ^ ,•••,Tn) and preferences (P1 ,...,Pn) and 
(Pl»---»Pn) of type (1 ) and • (2 ), respectively.

If for every i ■ 1,...,n, P̂  ̂ coincides on with preferences 
induced by p.̂  then G 1 and G 1 1 have the same equilibria. '

Here is a theorem which establishes the existence of equi
libria in games of type II. Similar results appear in the works 
of Prakash and Sertel [1974], p. 11, Ichiishi [1983], p. 70, 
Wieczorek [1986], p. 11. The version of the theorem given in the 
brackets, extends the results obtained by Oebreu in [1952],

5. Theorem. Â game (n; S^,»..,S^? , • •., ^  t , . •., p^) of
II has an equilibrium whenever, for i = 1,...,n,
a. S. is a compact and convex set in a Hausdorff locally convex 
topological vector space [version: S. is a compact acyclic met-

1  A A A  <V ✓WW-W'k/v'VW^ V W W V V V W »  / W W
ric AMR];w w  vww
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b 1 . is closed (i.e. it is upper semi-continuous as a corres
pondence from S to ); 
b 2 . is lower seml-contlnuous;
c. Pĵ  is. continuous on I\ ;
d. for every s€S and nonnegative a, [̂ (s) n {¿Mp,̂  (s, £) > a} is 
convex [version: is acyclic or empty].

Theorem (5) has a straightforward proof: conditions (b1),
(b2 ) and (c) immediately imply

c'. the set Zi := {(s, £) e I pt (s, = max{pi(s,£)I(s,£) e 1^}}
is closed and has nonempty sections Z^s) : >= {£l 
(actually, the conditions (a), (b1 ), (c~) and (d) themselves 
suffice to prove the hypothesis of Theorem (5)). In the proof 
one considers the set

Z :~ {(s, s )€S I (s,s1)£Z1,...,(s,sn)£Zn}.
As a correspondence from S to itself, Z satisfies the assump
tions of the Fixed Point Theorem of Ky Fan [1952] and Glicksberg 
[1952] or, in the case of the version, of the Eilenberg-Mont-
gomery Theorem [1946]. The fixed point of Z is easily seen to
be an equilibrium of the considered game of type II.

Suppose that the following theorem comparing properties of 
corresponding preferences of type (1 ) and (2 ) were known to 
hold true:

6 . Theorem. Let (n; S. ^  ,..., f"n) be a pre-game and
let 1<k<n. Suppose that is a convex set in a topological
vector space while all the remaining S V s  are just topological
spaces. Let be a partial preference relation of player k. If
a. all Si are locally compact;
b. S^ is Hausdorff and has the CSP;
c. for every s£S, the set {£l(s,$)6Pk) is convex;
d. P^ is open; and
e. there exists a countable family fl of blocks w.r.t. S and 
Sk such that P^ = U A ;
then is Induced by a continuous partial pseudo-utility function 
Pk (s,t=), quasi-concave in

It is easy to check that:

- 9 -
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7. Every compact convex set in a Hausdorff locally convex topo
logical vector space has the CSP.

Therefore, Theorems (5) aod (6) yield, via Proposition (4), 
the following theorem concerning the existence of equilibria 
in games of type Is

8. Theorem. A game (n; S.,...,SR; , . •., T i P 1 ,...,Pn) of type I 
has an equilibrium whenever, for i = 1 ,...,n,
a. is a convex compact set in a Hausdorff locally con/ex 
topological vector space;
b. f\ is closed and lower semi-continuous;
c. PA coincides on with an open partial preference relation 
P^ which can be represented as a union of countably many blocks 
w.r.t. S and S^ and such that the set (s, £ } i®. convex
for every s€S.

A theorem on the existence of equilibria in games of type I 
has been proved by Shafer and Sonnenschein in [1975]. This 
theorem is not comparable with Theorem (8). In the case consi
dered by Shafer and Sonnenschein, all the Si were assumed to be 
convex sets in a Euclidean space; this restriction allowed 
for making rather weak assumptions on preference relations. The 
method of the proof proposed by Shafer and Sonnenschein is spe
cific for Euclidean spaces and it cannot be extended to the case 
of the assumptions of /Theorem (8).

Theorem (8) has been derived from Theorem (5) under the 
assumption that Theorem (6) is known to be true. Actually, all 
the above considerations have been developped just in order to 
exhibit the relevance of Theorem (6).

We close up this section pointing out that Theorem (6) is 
actually a corollary to Theorem (A). A HausdcSrff space with 
CSP is obviously locally compact, therefore it suffices to 
take T :* S1 * ... *SJc_ 1 *Sj_+ 1« . .. *Sn and X s = S^ in Theorem (A) 
and to translate its hypothesis to the language of Theorem (6).
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2. Generalization of Theorem (A) and its proof

The proof of Theorem (A) is long and complicated. Actually, 
its degree of complexity remains the same while replacing the 
family of convex sets appearing in Theorem (A) by an abstract 
family of sets with some desired properties. In this way we 
shall obtain a more general theorem covering some new intere
sting special cases.

Thus, from now on, we shall be dealing with a fixed family C 
of subsets of a topological space X.

Typically, elements of C may be interpreted as convex sets, 
but not necessarily so.

In the sequel we shall use the following definitions: 
we say that a family S of sets in a topological space has the 
separation property if for every set C€ C and it’s every neigh
borhood G there exists a set D£ C such that C c m t D  eDgG; 
we say that a family C of subsets of a set X has the hull property 
w.r.t. a family 0 of subsets of X if for every sets C, C'e C 
there exists a set DEC such that for every set G£CJ, CUC'sG 
implies DcG.

As usual, a family of sets is said to be multiplicative if
it contains an intersection of its every two elements.

Obviously, the compact separation property of a convex set C 
in a topological vector space coincides with the separation 
property of the family of all compact convex subsets of C.

Analogously as before, we shall refer to a set B£l)*X in the 
product of topological spaceB U and X as a block (w.r.t. U, X 
and C ) whenever B is a product of a compact set in U and a com
pact element of t.

We are specially interested in situations where every open 
set is a union of countably many blocks.

9. Theorem. If every open set in a topological space 0 is
g-compact (e.g. if U is perfectly normal and «-compact) and a 
topological space X has a base composed of countably ir.any com
pact elements of a family t then every open set in UxX can be 
represented as a union of countably many blocks (w.r.t. U, X and C).
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Theorem (9) is very easy and therefore we do not offer its 
proof. A special case obtains (the statement that this is 
actually a special case is, however, not trivial; a proof of 
this can be found on pp. 31-32 of Wieczorek [1986]) where X is 
a convex set in a Hausdorff locally convex topological vector 
space; X is then assumed to be second-countable, having a base 
composed of compact elements of C and being representable as a 
union of countably many compact convex sets.

We are specially interested in a special case of Theorem (9)
where U = T*X. Then we obtain:

10. Corollary. If topological spaces T and X are perfectly 
normal, one of them being metrlzable, T is 6-compact while X
has a base composed of countably many elements of a family of

~ Z 2sets C then every open set in T»X can be represented as a uniop 
of countably many blocks (w.r.t. TxX, X and C).

Here is the most general result concerning representations 
that will be obtained in the present paper. Its early version 
has been announced by Wieczorek in [1987],

11. The Main Theorem. Let T and X be topological spaces,
let C and (? be families of subsets of X and let a function n
associate, with every t€T, a binary relation n ¿n X. If
a. T and X are locally compact;
b. C consists of compact sets, it is multiplicative and has 
the separation property; ,
c . C has the hull property w.r.t. (X;
d. for every t€T and x€X, {x'lxT1tx'}£ 0 ; and
e. the joint graph {(t,x,x')lxntx'} is open and it can be re
presented as a union of countably many blocks w.r.t. TxX, X
and C ;
then n has a continuous joint pseudo-utility representation 
nfc(x,x') such that {x' I (x,x") > q} is in £ (o£ .it is empty) 
for every t€T, x£X and every positive rational q.

Theorem (11) follows immediately from this lemma:

12. Lemma. Let U and X be topological spaces and let C and O
be families of subsets of X . Let AcU«X and let bê  a
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countable family of blocks (w.r.t. U,X and C ). If
a. U is locally compact;
b. £ consists of compact sets, it is multiplicative and has 
the separation property;
c . t has the hull property w.r.t. (7;
d. for every u€U, {xl (u,x) £A}€ ; and
e. A is ą neighborhood of every element of J3;
then there exists a continuous function fs U*X -» t0;1] such 
that UA ssupport(f)sA and {x|f(u,x) ^ q} is in £ (or it is 
empty) for all u€U and rational positive q.

For proving Lemma (12) we shall need still another lemma, 
for which we also need a definition: if U and X are topological 
spaces and t is a family of subsets of X then we say that 
a set ESUxX is elementary (w.r.t. t ) if there exists a non
negative integer n, compact sets F 1 f...,FnsU and H,.,..'.,Hne t 
such that E = U {Fi x Hili * 1,...,n}.

13. Lemma. Let U and X be topological spaces and let C be a 
family of compact subsets of X. Let EcGsUxX.with E being 
elementary and L being its neighborhood; assume that all 
nonempty sections E(u) := {x|(u,x)£E} are in C . If
a. U is locally compact; and
b. Ł is multiplicative and has the separation property;
then there exists an elementary set E'sL which is a neighbor- 1
hood of E and whose all nonempty sections E'(u) := {xl(u,x)£E'}
are in C .

The last in the chain of lemmata is one of purely topolo
gical character, needed just to prove Lemma (13). Its proof can 
be found in Wieczorek [1986], where it appears as Theorem (A.17) 
on p . 34.

14. Lemma. Let U be a locally compact topological space, 
let 7  be a finite multiplicative family of compact subsets
of U and let a function & assign to every set F£ 7 its compact 
neighborhood -&F. There exists an assignment T of a compact 
neighborhood to every set in T such that:
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a. for every F(.7, TFc -&F; and
b. for every F, F '6 7, <cFA irF's -rtFOF*) .
Froof of Lemma (13): By definition, E has the form

U {Fi»Hili « 1 ,...,n),

where F 1 ,...,FnsU are compact and H 1 ,...,HnC C.
Let 7 denote the family of all intersections of the sets 

F1 For every F€ 7  write Hp := n{E(u)lu€F}. Obviously 
all Hp are compact elements of C and

E « U {F*HF lFerj .

by the local compactness of 0, the separation property 
of C and the compactness of all F6 7 and Hp there exist, tot 
every FE 7 , a compact neighborhood G° of F and a neighborhood
J° of Hj. with J°€ C such that G°«J°cL.

By Lemma (14), there exists a system (GplFCT-) of neighbor
hoods of the sets F£ /  with GpCG° for every F€ 7 and GphGp-
CGFnF- for all F,F'€7".

For every F£ 7  we take Jp := fl{J°)T€ 7, TsF>. We notice 
that E' := u{Gr,*J_IF€ is a neighborhood of E; the con-x r /
struction performed guarantees that for every u£U, E'(u)
has the form Jf for some Fq€ 7 and therefore E'(u) is in C . 

o
Proof of Lemma (12): Arrange elements of $> into a sequence, 
possibly of finite or even null lenght (F̂  , F2 «H2, ...)•
We inductively define a (possibly finite) sequence of sets 
(W0 , Wr  ...). Let W := 0 and suppose that we already de
fined W^cU*X which is elementary, which is included in A 
and whose all nonempty sections are in C .

By Lemma (13), A includes an elementary set E which is a 
neighborhood of Wr And whose all nonempty sections are in t .
Let 7' be a finite family of compact sets in U such that 
E = u{FxHf IF€?*} for some sets Hp€ C and F£ 7' . Write 
7 :* {Ff1Fn+1 |F£ 7'). For every F€ 7, let Dp be a set whose 
existence is established by the hull property, taken for the 
sets HF and Fn+i*
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He define

Wn+1 !° Wn u UiF«DF lF€ 5̂ } .

Obviously, wn+i is also elementary, it is a subset of A and 
its all nonempty sections are in C.

Now arrange all the rationals in (0;1] which are not of the
form k 1, for a positive integer k, into a sequence (rn In = 1 ,...)
and define a mapping V from the set of all rationals in (0;1l
into subsets of U»X. We first let V s= W whenever r = n-^,r n
for a positive integer n, and then we define, inductively w.r.t.
n, V as follows: let r be the largest niiinber in the set R :* r_ — n

— 1 ■{k Ik = 1,2,...} U{r1 ,...,rn-1) not exceeding rn and let r be
the smallest number in Rn exceeding rn< Suppose that we already 
know (which is an inductive hypothesis, originally checked to 
hold for ri) that is elementary, its all nonempty sections 
are in C and Vrd n t  V- . By Lemma (13), there exists an ele
mentary set W including Vr in its interior, whose all nonempty 
sections are in 6  and which is included in the interior of Vr;
we let V s= W. 

rn
We define a function f: U*X -* [0; 1 ] letting f(z)

:= sup{qlz€Vg } (we understand that sup 0 = 0 ) .  Checking that f 
satisfies all the requirements that appear in the hypothesis 
of Lemma (13) is routine.

3. Consequences

The most important special case of Theorem (11) seems to occur 
in the abstract convexity framework.

Suppose that in a topological space X there is a distinguished 
family of sets (named convex sets) which is closed under arbitrary 
intersections and which contains X as an element; in this case we 
say that X is equipped with a convexity. The convex hull of a set 
AcX is then defined to be the intersection of all convex sets in 
X including A. We shall say that a real function f defined over X 
is quasi-concave if for every real a, the set {xlf(x) ) a}is 
convex.
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Ke shall be interested in the following properties of a con
vexity in X ;
14.a. Every neighborhood of every compact convex set A includes a 
compact convex neighborhood of A.
b. For every compact convex sets C and C', the convex hull of C'JC' 
is also compact.

Suppose that the space X appearing in the formulation of Theo
rem (11) has been equipped with a convexity and t and (3 denote 
the families of all compact convex sets in X and all open convex 
sets in X, respectively. We then obtain a special case of Theorem 
(1 1) :

14. Corollary. Let T and X be locally compact topological spaces,
X being equipped with a convexity satisfying (14.a and b), and 
let a function n associate, with every t€T, a binary relation 
in X. If
c. for every t€T and x£X, the set {x'lxntx'} is convex; and
d. the joint graph {(t,x,x*)lxntx'} is open and it can be repre
sented as a union of countably many blocks (w.r.t. T*X, X and 
the family of all convex sets in X);
then n has a continuous joint pseudo-utility representation 
n^(x,x'), quasi-concave in x'.’

Obviously, the usual convexity in a (convex subset of a) topo
logical vector space is a special case of a convexity as described 
above; it always satisfies (14.b). Thus Theorem (A) can be regarded 
as a special case of Corollary (14).

The theory of generalized convexity is a subject of rapid deve
lopment in the recent years (there exists even a monograph in 
Russian on this subject, written by Soltan 11984], cf. also 
Jamison [1974] or Kay and Womble [1971]). Therefore we feel free 
to skip a presentation of a range of special cases of Corollary 
(14); we shall only formulate one, specially simple and appealing 
case where X is a locally connected tree-like space, i.e. a con
nected Hausdorff space in which any two distinct points x and x' 
can be separated by some y (in the sense that x and x' are con
tained in different connected components of X\{y}). "Convex" 
sets in X are in this case connected sets. It is well known (see
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e.g. van de Vel [1983], p. 24) that this definition of convexity 
is correct, i.e. that an intersection of any family of connected 
sets in X is again connected.

Jamison in [1974], p. 55-57, proved that if X is a tree, i.e. 
a locally connected compact tree-like space then for every compact 
connected set CSX and every x€C there exists a compact connected 
neighborhood of C. disjoint from x. This and a simple compactness 
argument immediately yield:

15. The family of all compact connected sets in a tree has the 
separation property.

We shall now formulate an analogue of Theorem (A) concerning 
tree-like spaces. Obviously, it is a corollary to the Main Theo
rem (11), its special cases can be easily inferred via (15).

B. Theorem. Let T and X be topological spaces and let a function 
n associate, with every t€T, a binary relation nt in X. If
a. T is locally compact;
b. X is a locally connected tree-like space with separation pro
perty w.r.t. the family of all compact connected sets;
c. for every t£T and x€X, the set {x'|xntx'} is connected;
a. the joint graph -f(t,x,x') |t£T, xn^x'} is relatively open in

2T«X and it can be represented as a union of countably many blocks
(w.r.t. TxX, X and the family of all connected sets in X);
then n has a continuous joint pseudo-utility representation nt (x,x') 
such that {x'Int (x,x') > a} is connected for every t€T, x£X and 
real a.

This theorem can be easily transferred into the game-theoretic 
framework, where it yields a counterpart of Theorem (6).

16. Theorem. Let (n; S1, ... ,SR; [\| / • • •» ̂ ) be J pre-game , let 
1^k<n and assume that all are topological spaces. Let P^ be 
a partial preference relation of player k. If
a. all S.̂  are locally compact;
b. Sk is a locally connected tree-like space with separation pro
perty w.r.t. the family of all compact connected sets;
c. for every s£S : = S1« ... *Sn, the set I (s, t̂) eP^} is. connected;
d. is open; and
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e. there exists a countable family Z of blocks w.r.t. S, and
such that P^ = UJB; 

then is induced by a continuous partial pseudo-utility function 
p^ such that I p ^ ( s , > a) -ijs connected for all s£S and real a .

In the same way as before we can now pass, with a help of Theo
rems (16) and (9) (also exploring elementary properties of metric 
trees), from a special case of the version of Theorem (5) (formu
lated in the square brackets) to its counterpart concerning equi
libria in games of type II. The assumptions on spaces Si are here 
a common part of the assumptions on Ŝ 's appealing in Theorem (16) 
and the version of Theorem (5).

17. Theorem. A game (n; S.,, ... ,Sn ; l\,, ..., TnJ P.,,... ,P ) of type I 
has an equilibrium whenever, for i * 1 ,...,n.
a. S. i s a  metric tree;
b. [\ is closed and lower semi-continuous;
c. P^ coincides on with an open partial preference relation P' 
such that the set {ijl (s, £) €P^} is connected for every s£S.

Warsaw, October 1987
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